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Quality Spaces and Sensory
Modalities
David Rosenthal

1.1 Introduction
Perhaps nothing in the theoretical study of mind has occasioned more debate than
the qualitative character of states such as perceptions, bodily sensations, and emotions. Such qualitative character seems to resist physicalist treatment and, moreover,
to cause difﬁculties beyond those that affect accounts of purely intentional states,
such as thoughts and desires.
But before one can usefully address the question of whether some phenomenon,
mental or otherwise, can be given a naturalist or physicalist account, one must have
some suitable way of ﬁxing the phenomenon we want to account for. Many discussions take it for granted that we can do that well enough by way of our introspective
or intuitive understanding of qualitative character, and that nothing beyond the
deliverances of intuition and introspection is needed. Indeed, many discussions
assume that there simply is nothing more to say about what it is for a mental
occurrence to exhibit qualitative character or what such qualitative character consists
in. We know what it is simply from our being in states that exhibit it; there is no more
informative account to be had.1
Such an approach is unduly dismissive. First-person access is doubtless important to
understanding the nature of conscious qualitative character. But we also ascribe states
with qualitative character to others, and indeed often feel conﬁdent that we know,
independent of others’ reports, what qualitative states they are in. So we must have some
understanding of what qualitative character consists in cast in third-person terms.
The idea that we know nothing of the nature of qualitative mentality except what
ﬁrst-person access tells us does much to undermine any promise of a naturalist or

1
Ned Block gives vivid expression to this approach when he writes: ‘You ask: What is it that
philosophers have called qualitative states? I answer, only half in jest: As Louis Armstrong said when
asked what jazz is, “If you got to ask, you ain’t never gonna get to know” ’ (Block 1978: 1.3).
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physicalist account of qualitative character, since any such account would have to
rely on informative features of qualitative character even to get started. Our knowing
that water is identical with H2O is informative because we have some informative
grasp independent of that identity of what water is; without any such independent
grasp, the identity would at best seem uninformative and mysterious. We need an
informative account of qualitative character before assessing whether a physicalist or
naturalist account of it is possible.
Elsewhere I have argued that any approach to qualitative character that relies
exclusively on intuition and introspective awareness is mistaken, and that an alternative account is available that is richly informative (e.g., Rosenthal 2005: ch. 5–7,
2010, forthcoming, and 1999). We can describe and explain mental qualities not by
appeal to what it’s like for us to be in conscious states that exhibit qualitative
character, but instead by appeal to the role states with qualitative character play in
perception. And the appeal to perceptual role covers more ground, since perceiving
sometimes occurs without being conscious. So such an approach will account for
subliminal as well as conscious perceiving, and indeed be independent of consciousness, intuition, and introspective awareness.
The best way to take perceptual role into consideration will rely on the ability an
individual has to discriminate stimuli, since all perception involves discrimination.
Proceeding this way lets us explain mental qualities as the mental properties in virtue
of which an individual can perform perceptual discriminations. And since perceptual
discrimination occurs in respect of various dimensions, the mental qualities that
enable such discrimination can be arranged into a quality space. I’ll call the resulting
theory of qualitative character quality-space theory (QST). The resulting characterization of mental qualities gives the theory considerable explanatory power, enabling
us to understand such things as the role of mental qualities in perceiving, the
relations qualitative states bear to other mental phenomena, and the role qualitative
character plays in mental representation (e.g., Rosenthal 2005: ch. 7, 2001, and
Berger, under submission).
QST may seem especially inviting for mental qualities of color, since the discriminations we make among color stimuli are readily arranged along dimensions of hue,
brightness, and saturation. But it arguably works no less well with complex and
difﬁcult sensory modalities, such as olfaction (Young, Keller, and Rosenthal 2014).
But apart from the taxonomy of particular types of mental quality, there is another
question about qualitative character: how to individuate these various perceptual
modalities themselves. This is an ancient question, discussed at length in Aristotle’s
de Anima and in contemporary times in Paul Grice’s deservedly famous ‘Some
Remarks about the Senses’.2
2
Aristotle (1993), Grice (1962), and Macpherson (2011), which reprints Grice (1962) and selections
from Aristotle’s de Anima, Books II and III, and to which Macpherson contributes an impressive, detailed
preface.
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There are standard answers to the question of individuating the modalities, which
have received extensive discussion. Among them is some appeal to the nature of the
stimuli each modality senses, the type of representation each modality subserves, the
organ used in the sensing, or some combination of these.
It may seem especially tempting to individuate the modalities simply by appeal to
the type of mental quality that occurs in each. It may seem clear intuitively that the
mental qualities of vision, for example, differ from those of audition, and so forth. But
any such account requires an independent grasp of how the mental qualities distinctive of each modality differ from those distinctive of the others, an account that
does not simply appeal to the modalities being individuated. So the threats of
triviality or circularity loom large for any such account.
Still, the question about modalities plainly intersects with issues about qualitative
character even if an individuation of modalities in terms of types of mental state is
itself not promising. However one individuates the modalities and however one
taxonomizes the mental qualities, the two accounts will not only have to assign the
right mental qualities to the right modalities, but will also have to ﬁt comfortably with
one another.
In what follows, I’ll argue that we can use the methodology of QST itself not only
to taxonomize the mental qualities, but also to individuate the perceptual modalities.
This methodology yields accounts of both the mental qualities and the modalities
that are theoretically sound and experimentally testable. The methodology delivers
results that largely conform to pretheoretic expectations about the modalities, but
nonetheless allows for principled revision to our commonsense taxonomy.
In section 1.2, I review the way QST taxonomizes mental qualities, sticking for
examples mainly to mental qualities of color and making no explicit mention of
differences among the modalities. In section 1.3, then, I appeal to the considerations
QST uses to taxonomize the mental qualities to develop a methodology for individuating the modalities, and reply to various objections to this approach to the modalities. In the concluding section 1.4 I consider some consequences of adopting this
methodology for understanding qualitative mentality.

1.2 Quality-Space Theory
There are two ways the qualitative character of perceiving, sensing, and emotions
ﬁgure prominently in our mental lives. One is that qualitative character appears
subjectively in our stream of consciousness; the other is the role qualitative character
plays in perception and, in particular, in perceptual discrimination among perceptible stimuli. This provides two ways to approach questions about the nature of
qualitative character and how to taxonomize mental qualities.
In the search for an informative account, we cannot afford to ignore what either
approach can tell us. But as already noted, relying just on subjective awareness of
mental qualities leads to uninformative results. This is to be expected. For one thing,
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we typically learn about the nature of things by appeal at least in part to causal ties
they have with each other and with other phenomena. But subjective awareness
of qualitative character reveals nothing about the causal ties qualitative states have
with other mental states and with behavior. Indeed, subjective awareness by itself
reveals nothing even about causal ties qualitative states have with relevant stimuli;
we have no subjective awareness of such causal ties, but must rely instead on folkpsychological inferences from qualitative state to stimulus.
In addition, relying exclusively on subjective awareness restricts access to mental
qualities to one’s own case. Subjective awareness is ﬁrst-person access, which can
provide access only to one’s own mental qualities. Indeed, that goes hand in hand
with the inability of subjective awareness to reveal the causal ties that qualitative
states have with anything else or one another. When we know that somebody else is
in pain or has a particular visual experience, such knowledge is largely due to
knowing the causal ties folk psychology tells us obtain between qualitative states,
behavior, and stimuli. Subjective awareness can tell us nothing here.
The restriction to ﬁrst-person access makes it seem inviting to imagine that when
you and I look at a red object, the mental quality you have might be the same as the
mental quality I have on seeing something green, and that such inversion would be
undetectable. Only if one relies exclusively on subjective awareness to taxonomize
mental qualities could one hold that such inversion could be undetectable, or even
that we can conceive of such a situation’s being undetectable; if any factor other than
subjective awareness ﬁgures in the way we taxonomize mental qualities, such inversion would plainly be detectable. Such considerations have led some to imagine also
that creatures exactly like us in every detectable respect might nonetheless lack
qualitative mentality, that is, conscious qualitative mentality, or at least that this is
conceivable (e.g., Chalmers 1996: 94). Only if we restrict ourselves to ﬁrst-person
access could we even imagine such a thing.
The restriction to one’s own case, the apparent possibility of undetectable inversion, and the failure to reveal any causal ties all speak to the uninformative nature of
the access to mental qualities that subjective awareness provides. But there is another
important downside to the exclusive reliance on subjective awareness.
It is beyond dispute that perceiving occurs not only consciously, but without being
conscious as well, in masked priming and other forms of subliminal perceiving (e.g.,
Marcel 1983, Breitmeyer and Öğmen 2006, and Öğmen and Breitmeyer 2006).
Absent special assumptions about how to taxonomize mental qualities, the natural
and indeed inevitable conclusion would be that, apart from the property of being
conscious itself, whatever mental properties occur in conscious perceiving also occur
in the subliminal, nonconscious case.
Those, like Thomas Nagel (1974), who take subjective awareness to be essential to
qualitative character and accordingly our only access to its occurrence, would deny
that subliminal, nonconscious perceiving exhibits any qualitative character, properly
so called. But this overlooks a crucial aspect of the way we think about mental
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qualitative character. As noted above, we sometimes are completely conﬁdent from
third-person evidence that another individual is in pain or perceives a particular
stimulus. And if I am in pain and you know in a third-person way that I am, the
state you know me to be in is a state of the very sort that I am subjectively aware of
being in.
So if you had the same third-person evidence and I failed to be subjectively aware
of being in pain, there should be no difference in the type of state you know me to be
in except that in the second case the pain in question is not a conscious state. The
only way conscious qualitative states differ from those that are not conscious is in
respect of the property of being conscious. Apart from simply assuming that subjective awareness is essential to qualitative character and the only way to come to
know about it, we have no reason to insist that states that lack the property of being
conscious also lack qualitative character. And there seems to be no reason to adopt
that assumption that is not simply stipulative.
Some have sought to preserve special status for subjective awareness by positing
two types of concept we use in thinking about qualitative states, third-person
concepts cast in functional terms and phenomenal concepts, whose mode of presentation is some mental quality as one is subjectively aware of it (e.g., Stoljar 2005,
Chalmers 2007, and Balog 2009). But the challenge for such an appeal to phenomenal
concepts is to explain how, if you assert that you are in pain and I say that you are
not, I am denying what you assert. Your assertion would express your phenomenal
concept, and my denial expresses my third-person concept; so what we say conﬂicts
only if there is a suitable connection between phenomenal and third-person concepts. But since the modes of presentation of phenomenal concepts are mental
qualities as one is subjectively aware of them, nothing in such concepts can ensure
even that they are coextensive with third-person concepts of mental qualities.
Exclusive reliance on subjective awareness is not a satisfactory way to approach
our understanding of qualitative character. And there is an alternative. Mental
qualities play a distinctive role in perceiving, and in particular in perceptual discriminations. So we can take advantage of that discriminative role to understand the
nature of mental qualities and develop a methodology for taxonomizing them into
types. It is this approach that underlies QST.
Consider seeing colors. For colors broadly taxonomized, we all recognize that
orange is closer, at least in respect of hue, to both red and yellow than it is to either
green or blue. Similarly for brightness and saturation; shades of red that are quite
bright or saturated resemble one another in that respect at least more than they
resemble shades that are quite dark or unsaturated. These broad-stroked similarity
relations allow one to construct a relatively coarse-grained space of colors, with
dimensions for hue, saturation, and brightness, which capture these relations of
similarity and difference.
But our arsenal of such relations can be made as ﬁne-grained as one pleases. In the
limit, we can test experimentally for just noticeable differences (JNDs), that is, color
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stimuli that are so close physically that were they physically any closer they would be
perceptually indistinguishable.3 So instead of a coarse-grained taxonomy of red,
green, and the like, we can construct a quality space (QS) of perceptible color stimuli
based on such JNDs. This yields a 3-dimensional color space with maximum ﬁneness
of grain.4
The JND methodology yields a space of perceptible color stimuli, though it can be
applied to stimuli perceptually distinguishable by any sensory modality, and indeed
to stimuli that result in bodily sensations of various types, such as pains, tickles,
itches, and the like, and even to different types of pains, tickles, and itches. And this
has a direct bearing on taxonomizing the mental qualities and on their nature.
For an individual to discriminate two perceptible stimuli, that individual must be
able to be in two types of perceptual state, each corresponding to one of the two
stimuli. If the stimuli are JND, the individual will be in perceptual states as close as
the individual’s discriminative ability allows for stimuli of that sort. We can think of
any pair of stimuli that an individual can discriminate as separated by some number
of JND steps,5 and to be able to discriminate those stimuli from one another and
from each of the JND stimuli in between, the individual must be able to be in states
that differ correspondingly. So the QS that represents the stimuli an individual can
discriminate will also represent the similarities and differences among the perceptual
states in virtue of which such discriminations are possible for that individual.
What is it for one stimulus to be comparable to another? In virtue of what does one
stimulus belong in the same QS as another? These are questions about the individuation of perceptual modalities and about which stimuli and which mental qualities
belong to which modality. In section 1.3 I will argue that the methodology of QST
for individuating mental-quality types provides us with answers to these questions.
But for now I will simply assume a commonsense understanding of the various
modalities, and postpone addressing those questions till that later section.
The QS for a particular range of perceptible stimuli serves to ﬁx the types of
perceptual state that ﬁgure in discriminating among that range of stimuli. But when

3
The methodology of JNDs delivers results that are not transitive; one stimulus can be JND from a
second and the second from a third without the ﬁrst being JND from the third. An alternative methodology
is that of matching: Instead of making stimuli physically closer until they’re perceptually indistinguishable,
start with physically identical stimuli and make them physically diverge until they become perceptually
distinguishable. Matching also delivers results that are not transitive; a can match b and b match c without
a’s matching c. But as Nelson Goodman (1951: 221) in effect notes, matching allows for a neater
individuation of types than JNDs; we can rule that one stimulus is perceptually the same as another if,
but only if, they perceptually match all the same stimuli. And that allows us in turn to handle the failure of
transitivity of being JND; two stimuli are JND as soon as matching fails. But this methodological
reﬁnement will not matter for present purposes.
4
For an example of such a color space, see Commission Internationale de l’Eclairage Proceedings, 1931
(1932). There are many others. For more on quality spaces, see Clark (1993). For the special case of color,
see Clark (1993) and also Kuehni (2003, especially ch. 6; and 2010).
5
The lack of transitivity of JNDs introduces a complication; see n. 3. To get an accurate measure in
terms of steps, one would need to use matching instead of JNDs.
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we discriminate one stimulus from another, we are able to do so because our
perceptual states differ relevantly in respect of their qualitative character. So the QS
that captures a range of discriminable stimuli also tells us what mental qualities ﬁgure
in such discriminations. Sticking with color, the QS that describes the JNDs among
perceptible color stimuli also tells us what the mental color qualities are for the
individual in question.
Since the QS that captures a range of perceptible stimuli also provides an account
of the mental qualities in virtue of which we are aware of those stimuli, it is natural to
regard each mental quality as representing the stimulus that occupies the position in
its QS isomorphic to the position of the mental quality. But QST is not on that
account a representationalist theory of mental qualities, at least of the form pioneered
by Gilbert Harman (1990) and Alex Byrne (2001), since the representing of the
stimuli is not done by intentional or conceptual content. More important, we are,
contrary to Harman and Byrne, aware of mental qualities as such when we are
introspectively conscious of our qualitative states. And we are aware of them not as
representational states, but as mental qualities, as properties that mirror somehow
the properties we are aware of in perception.
Experimental testing of JNDs must be done in circumstances that allow for
optimal discrimination; so no appeal to typical circumstances of perception, often
made in such discussions, is relevant here. QST relies on the most ﬁne-grained
discriminations an individual can make between very similar stimuli, since that
will reveal the most ﬁne-grained differences among the mental qualities that ﬁgure
in such discriminations. QST appeals to whatever perceptual circumstances maximize ﬁneness of discrimination.
Testing JNDs for the stimuli accessible by any perceptual modality must be done
one individual at a time, and individuals differ in their discriminative ability.
Individuals differ in color discrimination partly because the distribution of colorsensitive cells in the retina differs from one individual to another. In addition,
extended exposure to a range of stimuli or training with respect to that range can
enhance the ﬁneness of grain with which an individual can discriminate stimuli
within that range, a process known as perceptual learning (e.g., Sasaki et al. 2010). So
the QSs that represent the discriminative ability in respect of a range of stimuli for
some particular species, say, humans, are always an idealization, averaging over
individuals.6
Using JNDs to establish types of mental quality has the signal advantage that it
allows taxonomizing mental qualities wholly independent of whether the relevant
qualitative states are conscious. Perceiving occurs subliminally, that is, without being
conscious, and perceiving invariably relies on discrimination of perceptible properties. Indeed, even perceptual learning occurs subliminally (e.g., Watanabe et al. 2001).
6

Different methods of averaging may yield different results, but such reﬁnements are not relevant for
present purposes.
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So such discrimination also must occur without being conscious. Since the QSs of
perceptible properties constructed from JNDs do not require the relevant discriminations to be conscious, the mental qualities ﬁxed by those QSs need not themselves
be conscious.
And there is ample evidence for nonconscious JNDs. When stimuli are degraded,
subjects’ JND judgments remain accurate even when subjects take themselves to be
merely guessing (e.g., Cheesman and Merikle 1986, Merikle 1992, Mealor and Dienes
2012, Dienes and Seth 2010, and Dienes 2004). Forced-choice guesses about whether
two stimuli differ remain accurate even when the individual guessing has little or no
conﬁdence in those guesses. And somebody’s guessing about something is a good
indicator that the individual is not consciously aware of it. So taking oneself to be
guessing about JNDs shows that the JNDs are not conscious. Constructing the QSs
that ﬁx mental-quality types by JNDs alone allows QST to proceed altogether
independently of whether the relevant perceiving is conscious.
One might object that the mental qualities must, after all, be conscious, since
otherwise one would be unable to compare the QS of perceptible stimuli with that of
mental qualities and determine that they are isomorphic. That misconstrues the
methodology of QST. QST does not rely on comparing the two QSs. Rather, it
reasons that differences in mental quality are responsible for an individual’s ability
to discriminate perceptible stimuli. So the QS that captures discriminable differences
among those stimuli must also ﬁx differences among the mental qualities that enable
those discriminations. Imagining that QST must compare the QSs that describe
discriminable stimuli with those that ﬁx the types of mental quality rests on assuming, contrary to QST, that taxonomizing of mental qualities can occur only by appeal
to the way we are subjectively aware of them.
And the methodology of QST not only explains how to taxonomize mental
qualities independent of such subjective awareness; it also undermines the idea that
one can rely on subjective awareness in constructing a satisfactory taxonomy.
Suppose that qualitative character is invariably conscious. One might take that by
itself to underwrite a technique for taxonomizing mental qualities. One could
individuate mental-quality types by appeal to what it’s like for one to be in particular
qualitative states, by appeal, that is, to how the mental qualities in question subjectively appear to consciousness.
Perhaps the resulting taxonomy would conform to QSs constructed from JNDs.
Perhaps what it’s like for one to be in two distinct qualitative states would always
provide just those similarities and differences that the QS-theoretic methodology
reveals. But it is by no means obvious that this would be so. And there is reason to
think it would not. For one thing, we can expect subjective awareness to discriminate
in a less ﬁne-grained way than discrimination that occurs without such awareness,
since JND judgments are stable even when individuals take themselves simply to be
guessing. And subjective awareness is doubtless subject to biases due to attention,
expectation (e.g., Shankar et al. 2001), and other distorting confounds.
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So some conﬂict between JNDs and subjective awareness is likely. And when the
two techniques for taxonomizing mental qualities diverge, we must invariably go
with QST. Mental qualities indisputably ﬁgure in perceptual discriminations. So
whatever results derive from their role in such discriminating must take precedence
over the way they subjectively appear in consciousness. Not only is there reason to be
wary of factors that can lead such subjective appearances astray, but also we know
that not all mental qualities even occur consciously. QST must trump subjective
appearances.
QST relies on ﬁrst taxonomizing perceptible physical properties, such as the
physical colors, and extrapolating from that to a taxonomy of corresponding mental
qualities. But one might object that this gets things the wrong way around. Indeed,
color vision may seem to present a special difﬁculty here. Which colors humans
perceive is due not to stimulation of one type of retinal receptor cell, but rather to the
ratio of stimulation of the three types of daylight receptor cells. And different
wavelengths can result in the same ratio of receptor stimulation, and in such cases
we see those different stimuli as being the same color. Sets of different wavelengths
that result in this way in color perceptions that are indistinguishable are known as
metamers.
Metamerism has led some to conclude that there simply are no colors, conceived
of as properties of perceptible physical objects (e.g., Hardin 1993). This plainly
overshoots; we can identify the physical colors as reﬂectance proﬁles of physical
objects taxonomized by appeal to their effect on an individual’s visual system. We
will not then identify any particular color type with a single reﬂectance proﬁle, but
rather with a set of such proﬁles that in conditions of maximal discriminability are
indistinguishable. The physical colors are ﬁxed by these equivalence sets of physical
reﬂectance proﬁles.7
The upshot is that we need not understand the mental qualities independent of the
relevant physical stimuli, though we must taxonomize those stimuli by appeal to the
way particular individuals discriminate them. We need not appeal to mental qualities
ﬁrst; indeed, there would be no way to do so other than by way of subjective
awareness, which carries with it various sources of distortion and shortcomings in
respect of ﬁneness of grain. We can instead, with QST, ﬁx the mental qualities by the
way individuals discriminate among physical stimuli, though those stimuli are
identiﬁed independently of such discrimination. This point will be pivotal when we
turn in section 1.3 to the individuation of the sensory modalities.
QST taxonomizes the mental qualities of each modality comparatively. What type
a mental quality belongs to depends on its relative location in the relevant QS, that is,

7
It’s important, however, to note that relativity to perceptual discriminability pertains only to the
taxonomy of the relevant reﬂectance proﬁles. Those proﬁles exist independent of any actual discrimination
and, indeed, independent of any creatures with the ability to perceive those reﬂectance proﬁles. Perceptible
colors are straightforwardly physical properties. For more, see Rosenthal (2001).
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on its relations of similarity and difference to other mental qualities in that QS, which
depend on its JNDs in respect of its closest neighbors. So the position of each mentalquality type, according to QST, rests on its discriminability relative to other mentalquality types in the relevant QS.
There is considerable reason to taxonomize mental qualities comparatively, despite some superﬁcial pull of the idea that each mental quality is what it is just on its
own. The color appearances that particular stimuli present vary, often quite dramatically, with the colors of the surround, an effect known as simultaneous color
contrast.8 Such variation is not due to the way we are subjectively aware of our
color experiences, since the effect arises in the earliest stages of visual processing,
prior to subjective awareness. Particular color stimuli give rise to very different
mental color qualities depending on visible context and independent of subjective
awareness. This by itself points to a comparative taxonomy of those mental qualities.
Still, it may seem that the way subjective awareness presents each mental quality is
on its own, each independent of the others. And subjective awareness might seem by
itself sufﬁcient to determine how we should taxonomize mental qualities, regardless
of such perceptual phenomena as simultaneous color contrast. So if subjective
awareness does present qualitative states noncomparatively, that would undermine
any comparative taxonomy.
But it is not at all clear that subjective awareness does actually present each type of
mental quality independent of the others. The primary temptation for holding that it
does is doubtless the idea that subjective awareness tells us what it’s like for one to be
in each qualitative state on its own (e.g., Nagel 1974, Chalmers 1996, and Jackson
1986), and that underwrites a noncomparative taxonomy. But this is a mistake. What
it’s like for one to be in a particular qualitative state tells us nothing about what type
of state it is independent of other comparable states.
It is tempting to think otherwise and to see knowing what it’s like as a way of
knowing what kind of state one is in. But simply knowing what it’s like for one to be
in a particular state tells one only that one is in that state. We might cast that in terms
of knowing that the conscious experience is like that, where the demonstrative, ‘that’,
refers to the state in question. Perhaps such demonstrative reference could operate by
way of attention; an attended state is picked out demonstratively, though it is unclear
that attention actually works that way. But that issue aside, knowing only that a
qualitative state is like that could not by itself provide any information about what
type of state it is. Indeed, being in a conscious qualitative state cannot by itself even
guarantee that one would be able to recognize another conscious state of that type.9
8
For a good description of the phenomenon and a review of and challenge to traditional explanations,
see Ekroll and Faul (2012).
9
Pace Nemirow (1990) and Lewis (1990). Knowing what it’s like is equivocal as between knowing what
it’s like to be in a type of state and knowing only that one is in a particular token state. One can know one is
in that token state without knowing what type it is, and recognitional ability is being able to identify in
respect of type.
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Knowing what it’s like to be in a token qualitative state amounts only to one’s
consciously being in that token state.
One might seek to hold onto a noncomparative taxonomy because subjective
awareness at least gives us access to token mental qualities one by one, independent
of comparisons with other token qualities. But even that is doubtful. The only way one
can identify a particular token is by contrast with neighboring qualities; one picks out a
token mental quality of red, for example, only by contrasts with surrounding mental
qualities.10 And even if subjective awareness did provide access to token mental
qualities independent of comparisons with other tokens, that access would not by itself
provide noncomparative information about what type each quality is.
Qualitative states make one aware of characteristic stimuli. And that again may
seem to suggest an atomistic, noncomparative taxonomy of the mental qualities, each
quality being typed by the type of stimulus it enables us to distinguish. On such a
view the awareness of each stimulus would be noncomparative; a mental color
quality of red would be that which makes us aware of red physical stimuli
and similarly for every other type of mental quality. Tokens would each belong to
their mental type noncomparatively, in virtue of the type of stimulus it makes one
aware of.
But that misrepresents the way qualitative states make one aware of stimuli. Each
stimulus does have a physical nature that is independent of every other. But qualitative states do not make one aware of stimuli in respect of those characteristic
physical natures, but only in respect of the way we perceive stimuli of each type. And
we perceive stimuli comparatively, by the ways stimuli of each type resemble and
differ from other comparable stimuli, as being closer to red than to blue or closer to
lilacs than to roses.11 Which stimuli a particular type of mental quality makes us
aware of cannot deliver a noncomparative taxonomy of mental qualities. Effects such
as simultaneous color contrast are by no means the only reason to expect a comparative taxonomy of mental qualities; reﬂection on what subjective awareness
actually tells us also points to a comparative taxonomy.

10
Indeed, if one’s visual ﬁeld becomes thoroughly uniform in respect of color, one soon loses the ability
to see anything. See, e.g., Avant (1965).
11
That relative location in a QS is what matters to how we perceive stimuli is usefully illustrated by a
case due to Jacob Berger. Berger considers the possibility of a creature with a QS for color stimuli
isomorphic to ours, but with a QS in which different reﬂectance properties occupy locations from the
reﬂectance properties that occupy corresponding positions in ours (personal communication). Berger
suggested this as an objection to QST, since if mental color qualities are ways of being aware of each
individual physical color independent of the others, that creature’s mental color qualities should correspond to the physical nature of the stimulus, rather than being ﬁxed by relative location in its QS.
But the physical nature of stimuli matters to how mental qualities make one aware of those stimuli only
insofar as they affect the ability to discriminate among stimuli. This accords with common sense, on which
qualitative character reﬂects similarities and differences among stimuli, not their physical natures independent of perception. Berger’s imagined creature would experience as very different reﬂectance properties
that we regard as barely distinguishable, which would be reﬂected in the JNDs from which the two QSs
would be constructed.
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Subjective awareness gives no substantive information about mental qualities in a
noncomparative, atomistic way. But it does characterize and taxonomize conscious
experiences comparatively. Just as perceiving tells us that some stimulus is closer to
red than to blue or to lilac than to roses, so subjective awareness tells us that a
particular sensation is closer to one mental color quality or mental olfactory quality
than to another.
Indeed, subjective awareness likely gives us no information whatsoever about what
type a particular qualitative experience belongs to that is not at bottom cast in such
comparative terms. Even the information subjective awareness gives us about the
modalities is comparative. Visual qualities are dramatically unlike auditory qualities,
and likely cannot be compared in any useful way with them. But that is again a
comparative matter; subjective awareness says nothing noncomparative about how
visual and auditory mental qualities differ.
Since subjective awareness tells us about mental qualities in comparative terms,
one might ask whether we can use JNDs between mental qualities themselves, and
simply skip the step that involves JNDs among perceptible stimuli. Perhaps we can
construct our QSs relying just on comparisons among the mental qualities and
thereby type those qualities every bit as successfully as we can by extrapolating
from JNDs among perceptible properties. One might hope thereby to combine
taxonomy by appeal to QSs with the traditional view that subjective awareness is
essential to mental qualities. One would simply start with JNDs among the conscious
mental qualities themselves.
But seeking to save the traditional view in that way would come with a high price.
As already noted, subjective awareness is subject to various confounds, such as
attention and expectation, which we know can affect introspective judgments
about qualitative states. And we can extract stable JND judgments when individuals
take themselves merely to be guessing. In these cases the individuals have no
conﬁdence in their introspective judgments about their qualitative states; so their
guesses about stimuli are more ﬁne-grained than their judgments about conscious
mental qualities. A reliance on JNDs among stimuli provides a more robust and
reliable methodology than any reliance on introspective judgments can.
And we should not in any case seek to save the traditional view. The main support
for that view has been that we cannot tell anything about the nature of mental qualities
except by subjective awareness, and if that were so we could not even taxonomize
mental qualities except by the way we are subjectively aware of them. But perceptual
role, and in particular their role in perceptual discrimination, provides an alternative
way to learn about their nature and taxonomize them, a way that is richer, more ﬁnegrained, and more accurate than that provided by subjective awareness. Given the QST
alternative, exclusive reliance on subjective awareness and the denial that mental
qualities can occur without being conscious are stipulative and groundless.
The merits of the traditional view aside, the cost of a methodology that appeals to
JND judgments about conscious mental qualities is even higher than already
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indicated. Subjective awareness can determine that two mental qualities are barely
discriminable, but has no way to determine that the qualities would be indistinguishable were they even closer. And that is what it is to be JND. One can test for that only
by manipulating the stimuli that result in those mental qualities.
In addition, one can replicate tests for JNDs between stimuli to conﬁrm or
disconﬁrm JND judgments. By contrast, if one elicits repeated discriminability
judgments about token mental qualities there is no way to ensure that the tokens
in subsequent tests are actually the same as those in earlier tests. This is not an idle
concern, since there is some effect of top-down expectation on the earliest stages of
visual processing (Kok et al. 2013). We cannot minimize the inﬂuence of such effects
except by the manipulation of stimuli; direct subjective judgments about mental
qualities cannot help.
There is yet another downside for the constructing of QSs by subjective discrimination among mental qualities. QSs do not extend indeﬁnitely; there are stimuli
beyond which no perceptual registration occurs, and so beyond which no perceptual
discrimination is possible. We can readily test these limits by manipulation of
stimuli, but subjective awareness is powerless to tell where those limits occur. One
cannot determine by subjective awareness whether a mental quality could occur that
lies just a bit farther along a particular qualitative dimension. For all these reasons, we
cannot apply the QS-theoretic methodology directly to mental qualities, thereby
combining that methodology with the traditional view that mental qualities cannot
occur without being conscious.
Despite these considerations, one might seek to save the appeal to direct discrimination among mental qualities by appeal to some mental qualities that are privileged
in reﬂecting perceptual primitives that provide ﬁxed positions in the relevant QS. If
such ﬁxed positions are available, they might anchor relations among mental qualities, and thereby enable the construction of the QSs independent of JND judgments
among corresponding stimuli.
In the case of mental qualities of color, there are two moves that might be tempting.
One appeals to the so-called unique hues, which are said to contain subjectively no
admixture of other hues.12 Perhaps one can construct the color space by reference to a
set of such unique hues. The other move appeals to color categories, which are said to
be responsible for the cross-cultural and cross-linguistic prevalence of particular words
for particular groups of hues (Berlin and Kay 1969), and are said to be operationalized
by testing for rapid changes in color appearances near the boundaries between different
color categories (e.g., Webster and Kay 2012; see also Hardin and Mafﬁ 1997). Both
unique hues and boundaries between categories might be thought to ﬁx aspects of
mental color qualities in ways that would enable the construction of QSs of mental
color qualities independent of corresponding color stimuli.

12

For discussion of the positing of such unique hues, see Gordon and Abramov (2005), esp. 109ff.
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There is controversy about the objectivity of both unique hues and color categories.13 But such controversies to one side, there is a methodological difﬁculty for
purposes of constructing QSs for color. Both phenomena hinge on subjective judgments, one about whether a particular color experience involves any admixture of
hues and the other about whether color experiences change more rapidly between
two groups of subjective appearances. So the use of either to anchor objective
locations or boundaries in the QS of mental color qualities is subject to the general
difﬁculties noted above in relying on subjective judgments. We cannot responsibly
factor out the appeal to JNDs among perceptible stimuli.
If there are unique hues and robust color-category boundaries, they would occur
well within the outside limits of the color QS. So they could not do anything to
establish those limits, that is, to determine mental color qualities beyond which no
quality could occur along a particular qualitative dimension. But these limits are of
substantial importance, since they determine the shape of the color QS. To establish
those limits and the resulting shape requires appeal to JNDs of visible color stimuli.
And the shape of the color QS is important in connection with the conceivability
of undetectably inverted qualities.14 The shape of the color QS that JNDs of perceptible stimuli determine is asymmetric.15 And that blocks undetectable inversion of
mental color qualities, since an asymmetric shape guarantees that there will be no
axis such that inversion around it would be undetectable. Even the one-dimension
grayscale QS is asymmetric; the lightest shade in any local grayscale framework
appears to be pure white, anchoring the grayscale shades by the lightest among
them (Gilchrist 2006).
Indeed, there is no known QS constructed from JNDs among perceptible stimuli
which is symmetric. Much experimental work remains to be done to map the QSs for
perceptible properties other than color (see, e.g., Young et al. 2014). But one can see
in advance of such work why no QS of JND stimuli could accommodate an axis
around which inversion would be undetectable. If any QS did, the individual being
tested would be unable to distinguish the areas that axis separates. So the overall QS
would collapse to just one of those areas.16 QST precludes undetectable inversion of
mental qualities.

13
On difﬁculties with unique hues, see, e.g., Logvinenko and Geithner (2013). For difﬁculties about
color categories see Webster and Kay (2012) and more generally Hardin and Mafﬁ (1997).
14
Though it is not important, as we will see in section 1.3, for the individuation of the sensory
modalities.
15
See, e.g., Commission Internationale de l’Eclairage Proceedings, 1931 (1932), Kuehni (2003), esp. ch. 6,
and Ramanath et al. (2004).
16
One could argue, as Sydney Shoemaker does, that though undetectable inversion is not possible, it is
at least conceivable (e.g., Shoemaker 2003: 336). But even assuming with Shoemaker and many others that
conceivability is weaker than possibility, if QST determines the nature of mental qualities, undetectable
inversion is not even conceivable for mental qualities, just as it is not conceivable given the nature of water
that water is not H2O. Anybody who seemed to conceive of mental qualities as undetectably invertible
would be conceiving of something other than mental qualities, just as anybody who seemed to conceive of
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Mental qualities in subliminal perceiving occur without being conscious. But
perception also occurs consciously, and a satisfactory theory must explain how
conscious mental qualities differ from those that are not conscious. Qualitative states
fail to be conscious when an individual is wholly unaware of being in the relevant
states; so the natural move is to explain a qualitative state’s being conscious by appeal
to an individual’s having some awareness of being in a qualitative state of the relevant
type. Moreover, the typing of qualitative states is a matter of the relative location that
their distinguishing mental qualities occupy in the relevant QS. So the awareness that
results in a mental state’s being conscious must itself be cast in terms of that relative
location. That ﬁts with the conclusion reached above that subjective awareness
characterizes qualitative states solely in comparative terms.
I have argued elsewhere that the awareness that results in a qualitative state’s being
conscious can best be explained by appeal to a thought that one is in a state so
characterized (e.g., Rosenthal 2005, ch. 1–4, and 2010, section IV). But this is not the
place to rehearse those considerations. It is enough for present purposes to note just
that since mental qualities occur both consciously and not, some explanation that
goes beyond QST is needed to explain what it is for mental qualities to occur
consciously. And whatever explanation one gives must be compatible with the typing
of qualitative states in respect of the relative location of their distinguishing mental
qualities in the relevant QS.

1.3 Individuating the Modalities
QST taxonomizes mental qualities by appeal to relative location in a QS constructed
from JNDs among perceptible properties. So that methodology requires some way to
determine which perceptible properties to compare in constructing a particular
QS. Given a QS, we have a way to type mental qualities as well as the tools that
allow us to give an informative theoretical account of what mental qualities are. But
we won’t get any QSs without ﬁrst having a way to group some perceptible stimuli as
relevant to the construction of a particular QS and others as not.
The natural move is to appeal to sensory modalities, and the foregoing account of
QST took for granted the standard taxonomy of the modalities, using vision as the
primary example. Vision is a modality we feel we understand well, because it has been
so widely studied, because we feel we have an intuitive grasp of its nature, and
because color stimuli and corresponding mental color qualities can be so readily
captured in a QS with a small number of dimensions.

water as not being H2O would not be conceiving of water, but just something superﬁcially indistinguishable from water.
One could reject the analogy only by holding that we have access to mental qualities solely by way of
subjective awareness; but without independent support that reply is question begging in evaluating the
merits and implications of QST.
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But there are other sensory modalities, and QST must apply to those modalities as
well, accommodating QSs to taxonomize the mental qualities special to those other
modalities. A QS for olfactory properties will likely require a far larger number of
dimensions than the QS for color properties.17 And QST will not in the end be
satisfactory without some way of distinguishing among the sensory modalities. We
must be able to distinguish the modalities to sort physical stimuli into groups to test
for JNDs for the construction of QSs.
Each QS operates with properties that belong to a single modality, but the converse
does not hold. A modality may well need more than one QS to exhaust the
perceptible stimuli and mental qualities that occur in connection with that modality.
Vision, for example, not only requires a QS for colors, but in addition QSs for the
sizes, shapes, and locations that are accessible by vision.
Spatial properties require careful treatment. The physical spatial properties accessible to the various modalities are the same within the limits of what each sense can
discriminate. But the corresponding mental qualities that pertain to these spatial
stimuli differ from one modality to the next. Vision captures spatial location in
respect of boundaries between distinguishable colors; audition captures spatial location by differences between a particular sound and its absence. Although the physical
spatial locations are the same in the two cases, the mental qualities in virtue of which
vision and audition capture those physical locations are distinct.
Aristotle famously noted that some perceptible properties are accessible to only
one modality and others to more than one (Aristotle de Anima 1993: 425a–b); color
is the perceptible property special to vision and sound to audition. But Aristotle
confused things by identifying the mental qualities that occur in sensing things with
the physical properties being sensed.18 And since the sensed spatial properties are the
same across modalities, he concluded that the corresponding spatial mental qualities
must also be the same across modalities. But the connection between the way each
modality senses spatial properties and the mental qualities that are special to that
modality undermines that conclusion.19 We need independent QSs to capture the
spatial mental qualities for each modality that can discriminate location or other
physical spatial properties.
Still, each modality will involve a single range of physical properties that are special
to that modality and for which we can construct a single QS.20 Distinct QSs of spatial

17

Likely between 10 and 17; see Young et al. (2014).
Aristotle does not speak of mental qualities as such, but it’s clear that he has in mind the mental
properties we speak of in that way: Perceiving on his view consists literally in the soul’s taking on the
perceptible properties of the object (Aristotle de Anima 1993: 418a4, 423b31, 424a18, 425b23).
19
As Berkeley forcefully notes (1948/1710: I.10; 1948/1713: 194).
20
Tactition is likely an exception. Even if we distinguish thermoception from tactition, we sense several
distinct properties that are special to touch, such as pressure, texture, and hardness. And these are likely
independently sensed by different mechanisms. For work that promises a basis for constructing a QS of
sensed texture, see Weber et al. (2013).
18
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and temporal properties21 are needed for each modality because they are sensed as
boundaries in respect of other physical properties that are special to the modality in
question. I will return brieﬂy in section 1.4 to mental qualities that pertain to the
sensing of spatial physical properties, focusing in this section on mental qualities that
ﬁgure in sensing stimuli that are uniquely accessible by a single modality.
We need a technique to individuate the modalities that allows us to tell which
physical stimuli are distinctive of each modality and accommodates the construction
of QSs for those stimuli. Two standard proposals for individuating the modalities
plainly will not do. One appeals to the different sense organs that subserve the
operation of each modality. Each modality does access a range of stimuli distinctive
to it, and that requires a sense organ able to receive and suitably process those stimuli.
But for the construction of a relevant QS, all that matters is the stimuli. Each sense
organ is responsive only to particular ranges of stimuli, and so many provide a rough
indicator of different modalities; but what matters to distinguishing the modalities is
the range of stimuli, not the biological means of responding to stimuli in that range.
If there were a single organ that somehow registered both auditory and visual stimuli,
that by itself would tell us nothing about whether such registration involved one or
two modalities.
A second popular proposal for individuating the modalities rests on differences in
phenomenology, that is, on how the mental qualities distinctive of each modality
appear to us subjectively. Nobody would confuse the subjective awareness we have of
mental color qualities with that we have of mental sound qualities. But again, no
matter how well one might think this proposal maps onto our commonsense
taxonomy of the modalities,22 it will not do. For one thing, this proposal by itself
has no resources to classify mental qualities that occur without being conscious as
falling within one or another modality. More important, it is less reliable for the
construction of QSs even for conscious mental qualities than the use of JNDs among
perceptible stimuli.
We want to individuate the modalities in a way that allows taxonomizing the mental
qualities by appeal to QSs. That requires associating with each modality the right range
of stimuli to use in constructing QSs from JNDs. It turns out that the methodology
of QST itself allows us to do just this. I will ﬁrst sketch how the resources of QST allow
us to do this, and turn then to some problems about individuating modalities that this

21
Even olfaction delivers information about location of stimuli, though it requires active exploration
over time; see Young et al. (2014).
Physical temporal properties, like physical spatial properties, are sensed by different modalities in
connection with properties unique to each modality. See, e.g., Klincewicz (2011) and (under submission).
22
It is worth noting that in the cases of gustation and olfaction, the appeal to subjective awareness and
our commonsense taxonomy both diverge from what we get by appeal to sensory mechanisms; there are
conscious sensations we would introspectively classify as tastes that are processed by olfactory mechanisms. See, e.g., Stevenson et al. (1999). Here the QS-theoretic methodology developed in what follows sides
with the sensory mechanisms.
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QS methodology allows us to solve and to some challenges to this way of individuating
the modalities.
We construct QSs by comparing stimuli in respect of discriminability relations,
appealing in the ﬁrst instance to JNDs and working out to more coarse-grained
comparisons. To see how a QS-theoretic methodology can individuate the modalities, it will be convenient to start with the case of color and then generalize to other
modalities.
We present an experimental participant with two color samples that are physically
very close. If the participant can tell them apart, we successively present two samples
that are closer until they appear indistinguishable to that participant. We label the
last pair the participant could distinguish as JND, and proceed to test one of those
samples paired against a new sample that is also physically close. We construct the
color QS for that participant from the JNDs we collect.
Nothing matters except which sample stimuli the participant can discriminate under
optimal conditions of perception. The physical properties of the samples serve only as a
guide about which samples to test; those physical properties do not themselves ﬁgure in
any way in the construction of the QS. We can expect that physical properties will often
be good guides, leading to good hunches about which stimuli will be JND.
Physical properties will be especially good guides for modalities whose distinctive
stimuli differ in respect of wavelength. Physical properties may not serve so well in
guiding the testing for JNDs in modalities whose characteristic stimuli differ chemically; there we may well encounter some surprises, perhaps very many, about which
stimuli are indistinguishable, which JND, and which more than barely distinguishable. In any case, it is only discriminability and not the physical properties themselves
which matter in the construction of QSs. And the hunches for testing what the
physical nature of stimuli suggest cannot stack the deck in any way, since they get
factored out when we test for JNDs. Indeed, we need not rely on any hunches at all;
we can apply the method to any perceptible stimuli whatsoever, that is, any physical
properties or occurrences to which the individual responds perceptually.
For convenience, pick a color sample and test whether the participant can distinguish that sample from some randomly chosen auditory stimulus. Normal participants will always be able to distinguish them. But distinguishability is not what is
basic here; what matters is near indiscriminability. And there we get the result that
matters: There is no way to adjust the color and auditory stimuli or to choose such a
pair so that a participant regards the two stimuli as barely distinguishable.
So there is no way to manipulate the stimuli so that the resulting stimuli are
JND. Being JND requires that if the stimuli were any closer, they would no longer be
discriminable at all. And there is no pair consisting of one color stimulus and one
auditory stimulus that will be indistinguishable. If we have a pair of stimuli that
cannot be adjusted so as to make them match or be JND, the stimuli belong to
distinct sensory modalities. We have a reliable, experimentally testable mark of
modalities’ being distinct.
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Let a bridge of JNDs consist of a succession of pairs of JND stimuli; each stimulus
in the bridge will be JND from the next.23 Constructing such a JND bridge will
typically rely on the physical adjustment of stimuli, for example, changing a wavelength or increasing a concentration of some chemical. But the account of modality
individuation does not itself depend on the physical manipulation of such stimuli.
Two stimuli belong to distinct modalities if there is no bridge of JNDs that leads from
one stimulus to the other. So we can establish that we have two modalities instead of
just one by showing that there is a pair of stimuli such that no bridge of JNDs leads
from one stimulus to the other. Whenever there is such a pair, the members of that
pair belong to distinct modalities.
The absence of a JND bridge between any auditory stimulus and any visual
stimulus shows we can never place a color stimulus in the same QS as any auditory
stimulus. And that gives us reason to regard the two as belonging to distinct sensory
modalities. We can use the failure to ﬁnd JND stimuli, or equivalently matching
stimuli that a participant cannot discriminate, to distinguish among the modalities.
We have distinct modalities if we have two ranges of stimuli such that no stimulus
from one range is JND from any stimulus in the other. The same appeal to JNDs that
allows the construction of QSs in the ﬁrst place also allows the formulation of a
sufﬁcient condition for sensory modalities to be distinct.
This appeal to JNDs satisﬁes the desiderata noted above. JNDs can be tested
independent of subjective awareness of the stimuli; so the individuation of modalities
does not rest on such subjective awareness. Moreover, the methodology appeals to
nothing about sense organs or neural areas that subserve the discrimination of
stimuli. Such sense organs and neural areas enable the relevant discrimination, but
do not ﬁgure directly in testing for distinct modalities. Since discrimination depends
on sense organs to serve as transducers for the relevant stimuli, we can expect a tight
match between the modalities and the sense organs. And discriminability also reﬂects
something about the physical nature of the stimuli. But the individuation of modalities appeals only to such discriminability, and not to the sense organs nor to the
physical nature of the stimuli.
It is likely that this procedure will yield an individuation of modalities that largely
conforms to our commonsense taxonomy of the modalities. We might need to revise
our commonsense classiﬁcation, as with the line between gustation and olfaction,
and perhaps even larger revisions will be needed. But some such revising of commonsense categories is to be expected from any scientiﬁc treatment. It would be
23
This requires an idealization, since JNDs are not in general transitive (see n. 3). But for the purposes
of this test absolute JNDs are not needed; near indistinguishability of stimuli will sufﬁce.
After this paper was completed, I came upon a passage in Goodman (1951) I had previously been
unaware of which deﬁnes a notion of an M-path that resembles that of a JND bridge, though Goodman
does not acknowledge the need for partial overlap described below and does not accommodate mental
qualities that aren’t conscious. There are signiﬁcant similarities between Goodman’s treatment of these
topics and mine.
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surprising if a traditional classiﬁcation that has stood the test of time and served so
well in everyday contexts did not survive at least in broad outline. But the JND-bridge
technique provides a test that is independent of tradition, appealing only to the idea
that modalities reﬂect continuity speciﬁcally in respect of discriminative response. So
that test can tell us just how much revising is needed and where.
QST holds that the mental qualities are responsible for the discriminative abilities
that generate the JNDs and matching of stimuli. The best explanation of the ability to
make such discriminations is that we are in states that differ in a way that corresponds to discriminable differences among the stimuli. Mental qualities are simply the
properties in virtue of which those states differ in suitable ways. This captures the role
in perceptual discrimination that mental qualities evidently play, a role that is
subjectively evident when the qualitative states are conscious and can be experimentally determined when those states occur without being conscious.
And with unusual exceptions to be discussed shortly, no JNDs occur across
modalities. Any stimulus that is JND from another belongs to the same sensory
modality. So it is natural to invoke the methodology used to ﬁx the types that mental
qualities fall under also to individuate the modalities. This has the theoretical beneﬁt
of providing a uniform, seamless treatment of mental qualities and the modalities.
For stimuli and the corresponding mental qualities to belong to a particular modality
requires that the stimuli and mental qualities be appropriately grouped together, in
contrast with stimuli and mental qualities that lie outside that modality. The JNDbridge methodology provides a way to settle questions about that.
JND bridges allow the formulation of a sufﬁcient condition for modalities to be
distinct. If there are two ranges of stimuli such that no JND bridge stimulus from one
range is JND from any in the other, we have distinct modalities. Is the absence of any
JND bridge from one range of stimuli to another also a necessary condition for
modalities to be distinct?
Here things arguably get more complicated, since there could be a bridge of JNDs
from one range of stimuli to another even though we would want to regard the two
ranges as belonging to distinct modalities. Imagine a creature that senses both colors
and sounds, much as our vision and audition do, respectively. It is tempting to regard
this creature as having two distinct modalities, one visual and the other auditory.
But imagine also that physical stimuli in a small range have JND bridges that
connect them all, but also that some stimuli in that small range are also JND from at
least one color stimulus that our creature can sense and also at least one sound
stimulus our creature can sense. The physical nature of the stimuli in this small
unexpected range is irrelevant; they could be a special range of physical colors or
sounds and they could be stimuli with some altogether different physical nature.
The existence of this small range, however, results in an area in our creature’s color
QS that fully overlaps with an area in the sound QS, and is fully integrated by way of
JNDs into the rest of the QS for each modality. Call this a partial overlap of QSs. Such
partial overlap results in turn in JND bridges from any stimulus in the color QS to
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any in the sound QS, since there will be bridges from any such stimuli to stimuli in
the area of partial overlap.
Such partial overlap may strike one as odd; we don’t experience this with our
modalities of vision and audition, though it is arguable that something like this may
happen with gustation and olfaction, in connection with those olfactory stimuli that
common sense classiﬁes as gustatory. But odd though it may strike us, partial overlap
is straightforwardly testable; we would have no difﬁculty in determining whether it
held for any particular creature.24
We can expect that such partial overlap will be rare, and may for most creatures
never occur. Still, its possibility presents a challenge for individuating modalities by
appeal to JND bridges, since even a tiny partial overlap permits JND bridges between
QSs we would otherwise have reason to regard as belonging to distinct modalities.
To deal with this challenge, we need a way to distinguish stimuli that occupy the
area of partial overlap from stimuli outside that area, which are special to just one
QS. The trouble is that an appeal to JND bridges cannot by itself do that, since such
bridges by hypothesis connect the area of partial overlap to the rest of each QS. So we
must instead appeal here to the physical nature of the stimuli themselves.
There are JND bridges that connect stimuli in the area of partial overlap with all
the other stimuli in each of the two QSs. Nonetheless, stimuli in the area of partial
overlap differ from those outside that area in each QS because the overlap stimuli
cannot be manipulated or adjusted so as to be JND with other stimuli in both of the
QSs in question. Consider the original example of an area of partial overlap between
QSs that otherwise operate as our visual and auditory modalities do with color and
sound, respectively. Whatever the physical nature of the partial-overlap stimuli, we
cannot adjust them so that they are indistinguishable from stimuli in the areas of the
two QSs that lie outside the partial overlap. The partial-overlap stimuli might
themselves be physical sounds, colors, or stimuli of some altogether different type.
But whatever the case about that, we will not be able to tweak them in small
increments so they remain indistinguishable from both color and sound stimuli in
the areas that surround the overlap.
This provides reason to regard the partial overlap as an oddity that we can dismiss,
at least if the area of overlap is relatively small compared to that of the overall QSs.
We can see the overlap stimuli as outliers, and comfortably take the two QSs to
subserve distinct modalities. And we can save the spirit of the JND-bridge test for
distinguishing modalities by noting that were we to disregard these overlap outliers,
there would be no JND bridge leading from one QS to the other.
24
Stimuli that are very different physically may be sometimes indistinguishable; this is likely the case for
mentholated air and cool air. (I am indebted to Andreas Keller for this example, and for the challenge
involving partial overlap.) Since these physically different stimuli can be indistinguishable by olfactory
receptors, cool air will presumably be JND from some distinctively olfactory stimuli. This suggests that the
imagined case of partially overlapping QSs is not so farfetched, even apart from cases involving olfaction
and gustation, for which see below.
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If the area of overlap were very large relative to that of the containing QSs, we
might well conclude instead that we have only one modality, and not two. As often in
dealing with natural phenomena, scientiﬁc judgment is needed here, and there may
be no single strategy that will cover all cases. Individuating the modalities will in cases
of some area of partial overlap need to follow whatever best serves our theoretical and
explanatory purposes.
And though we must appeal to something about the physical nature of the relevant
stimuli, individuation of modalities still rests ﬁrmly on JND bridges. Nothing matters
about the physical nature of the stimuli except whether they can be manipulated in a
way that is JND from other stimuli in a relevant QS. The JNDs that allow us to
taxonomize mental qualities in the ﬁrst place also underwrite individuation of the
modalities.
One might seek to create areas of partial overlap artiﬁcially by presenting double
stimuli, one from each of two modalities, say, each color stimulus accompanied by a
distinctive auditory stimulus. If areas of partial overlap could be generated that way,
large overlap areas would be available for any pair of modalities one might choose.
But that maneuver will not work. No pair of stimuli would be JND from either of the
single stimuli from that pair; double stimuli cannot generate areas of partial overlap.
Each QS of stimuli exhibits a geometrical shape determined by the JNDs used to
construct the QS; similarly for the corresponding QS of mental qualities. But QSs
with different geometrical properties might subserve the same modality; the QS a
creature has for a particular modality might come in time to include a greater or
lesser number of JND stimuli. If there are JND bridges from each stimulus in the
smaller QS to every stimulus in the larger when the larger is operative, the two
subserve the same modality. Sameness of geometrical properties of QSs is not
necessary for two QSs to determine a single modality.
Sameness of geometrical properties is also not sufﬁcient for two QSs to subserve a
single modality. All that matters to the individuation of modalities is the possibility of
JND bridges from any stimulus to any other. And one could have two QSs with
isomorphic geometries but with no JND bridge from the stimuli in one to those in the
other.25 So distinct modalities can have QSs with identical geometrical properties.
An interesting illustration of this occurs with an imaginary variant of synaesthesia.
Synaesthesia occurs when a stimulus from one modality evokes a mental quality
distinctive of another, for example, when a sound stimulus evokes a sensation of
color.26 So one might imagine an extreme case in which every type of auditory
25
One could imagine a creature whose one-dimensional thermoreceptive QS had the same geometrical
properties as its one-dimensional temporal QS, but it would be clear that these subserve distinct modalities
since no JND bridge would be possible from stimuli of the one to those of the other.
26
Baron-Cohen and Harrison (1997) and Cytowic (2002). For a useful methodological review, see
Mylopoulos and Ro (2013). Not all synaesthesia involves cross-modal associations; grapheme-color
synaesthesia involves seeing letters and numbers as having consistent colors associated with each type of
letter or number.
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stimulus evokes a color sensation of a distinct type and every type of color stimulus
evokes a distinct type of auditory sensation.27
This would not work for ordinary human perception, in which the QSs for color
and auditory stimuli are not the same in respect of dimensionality, shape, and
ﬁneness of grain, and there are not enough color stimuli distinguishable by humans
to cover all the distinguishable auditory stimuli. In addition, we have access to
auditory stimuli that because of spatial location are visually inaccessible. But imagine
a creature whose visual and auditory apparatus are adjusted so as to factor out these
disparities, so that their visual and auditory QSs have the same geometrical
properties.
Every color stimulus for such a creature would be JND from some auditory
stimulus and conversely, since stimuli of each type would evoke mental qualities
evoked by stimuli of the other. And since every stimulus of each physical type would
produce mental qualities distinctive of both, every stimulus of each physical type
would be indistinguishable from some stimulus of the other type.
Nonetheless, it may be tempting to imagine that despite the equivalent QSs and
JND responses for physical visual and auditory stimuli, there would still be two
sensory modalities in the imagined case, one auditory and the other visual. That
temptation presumably stems partly from seeing the case simply as an extension of
ordinary color–sound synaesthesia, in which it is plain that two modalities are
operative. And it may strike us in any case that vision and audition are plainly
distinct modalities. But if there were two distinct modalities in the imagined case
despite the equivalence of QSs constructed from JNDs, we could not sustain a QStheoretic taxonomy of both mental qualities and sensory modalities.
But seeing such a case as an extension of actual synaesthesia misleads. In actual
synaesthesia, many stimuli lie outside the range of synaesthetic overlap. It is those
stimuli that anchor distinct modalities, no matter how dramatic the area of overlap
may be. But if the area of overlap were total, no basis would remain to see the case as
involving two modalities. Having stimuli of distinct physical types is not enough to
have distinct modalities, since the two types of stimulus would evoke identical
discriminability responses and hence indistinguishable psychological responses
generally.
One might hold that it would be obvious from a ﬁrst-person point of view that
mental qualities of two distinct modalities occur in the imagined case. But setting
aside the issue about whether ﬁrst-person impressions are relevant to individuating
the modalities, it is far from clear that the ﬁrst-person appearances would deliver that
result in such total synaesthesia. If every distinct type of conscious color quality
coincided with a distinctive type of conscious auditory quality, this would likely result
in a ﬁrst-person impression of a single range of conscious mental qualities, albeit one
27

I owe this imagined case to Henry Shevlin (personal communication), who refers to it as perfect
synaesthesia.
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that we are unable to imagine subjectively. The temptation to think that ﬁrst-person
appearances would plainly point to two modalities again likely reﬂects our modeling
the imaginary case on ordinary synaesthesia, in which ﬁrst-person appearances of
distinct modalities are anchored by the mental qualities for which there is no overlap.
The foregoing considerations ﬁt comfortably with the appeal to JND bridges. For
the imagined case of total synaesthesia, each color stimulus will be JND from at least
one other very close color stimulus, and each auditory stimulus from at least one
other close auditory stimulus. But each color stimulus results in the same mental
qualities as some auditory stimulus. So any color stimulus will also be JND from
auditory stimuli that evoke the same mental qualities as those that result from color
stimuli JND from the target color stimulus. So total synaesthesia would permit a JND
bridge from any color or auditory stimulus to every other color and auditory
stimulus.
In actual synaesthesia, by contrast, there are color stimuli that evoke no auditory
response and auditory stimuli that evoke no visual response. Consider two color
stimuli that would be JND if they both evoked only visual responses, but one of which
for some particular synaesthete evokes only a visual response and the other both a
visual and an auditory response. For that synaesthete the two color stimuli are not
JND. Being JND means that if the two stimuli were any closer they would be
indistinguishable. But if these two color stimuli were closer for our actual synaesthete, either one would gain an auditory response or the other would lose it. So the
two stimuli would be distinguishable even if they were to be closer, indeed, more
readily distinguishable than before. For actual color–sound synaesthesia, there are
stimuli in each modality from which there is no JND bridge to many stimuli in the
other. Our test distinguishes two modalities for actual synaesthesia, and rules that
there is only one in the imagined case of total synaesthesia.28
The taxonomy of mental qualities by appeal to relative location in a QS determined
by JNDs proceeds in the ﬁrst instance by testing one individual at a time, though we
readily arrive at QSs for a species or other group by averaging those results. In
determining which stimuli belong to a particular modality, we make no prior
assumptions about the modalities, testing whatever stimuli we like for JNDs, though
we follow hunches about which stimulus pairs are likely to be JND. But we construct
QSs by testing for JNDs among stimuli that belong to a particular modality. And we
must also test for JND bridges one individual at a time.
Again some averaging is needed. Different stimuli will be JND from one individual
to another, and even for one individual at two times. And we can average over the
JNDs themselves, building a set of JND bridges to assign to a species or to an
individual across times. There is idealization in this procedure, as with averaging
over individuals’ QSs, but no more idealization than is inevitable in passing from
28

It is also important that ordinary synaesthesia is asymmetric, so that shapes evoke sounds, e.g., but
not conversely, adding to the anchoring of two distinct modalities.
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individuals at speciﬁc times to the relevant species. We could even individuate
modalities across species, relying on stimuli that overlap the modalities of the
different species and disregarding areas that fail to overlap.
Mixtures of stimuli raise special challenges. Metamerism with colors results from
distinct combinations of wavelengths that result in the same ratio of stimulation of
the three types of daylight retinal receptors, and hence are indistinguishable as
regards hue. As noted in section 1.2, the occurrence of such stimuli that differ
dramatically in physical character poses no difﬁculty, since QST relies solely
on JNDs.
But mixtures also raise questions about the individuation of the modalities,
especially for the chemoreceptive modalities. Many experiences we count as taste
result from olfactory input, rather than strictly gustatory stimulation. As a result,
some speak of ﬂavor as a combination of the olfactory and gustatory modalities.29
However we may think of commonsense experiences of ﬂavor, mixtures of olfactory
and gustatory stimuli might seem to present a challenge to the JND-bridge method
for individuating modalities.
Glucose is sensed by gustatory receptors and not by olfaction, whereas vanillin is
the opposite, sensed by olfaction but not gustation. Suppose then one starts with pure
glucose and then mixes in slight amounts of vanillin while decreasing slightly the
amount of glucose, so that each successive mixture is JND from the one before, till
one ends up with pure vanillin. One begins with a stimulus that is plainly a tastant
and not an odorant, and ends up by JND steps with an odorant that is not a tastant.
Other such examples of mixtures abound. And because we can construct a JND
bridge from a tastant to an odorant, such mixtures may seem to challenge the JNDbridge method of distinguishing olfaction from gustation, yielding a single
modality.30
But things are more complicated. The method for individuating modalities appeals
not just to a single chain of JNDs, but to JND bridges among most of the stimuli
distinctive of that modality. Otherwise the partial overlap noted above would have
defeated the method. What matters is not that a single JND chain leads from pure
glucose to pure vanillin, but rather which QS each stimulus in the glucose-vanillin
chain is connected to by some JND chain. For each stimulus in that chain there will
be a bridge of JNDs connecting that stimulus to others in the olfactory QS or to
others in the gustatory QS. It is those JND bridges that determine whether a
particular stimulus in the glucose-vanillin chain counts as gustatory or olfactory.
It may well be that some stimuli in the glucose-vanillin chain are JND from stimuli
that occur solely in the olfactory QS and also from stimuli that occur solely in the

29
Shepherd (2012) and Taylor and Roberts (2004). Commonsense classiﬁcations of ﬂavor also are
inﬂuenced by temperature and texture.
30
I am indebted to Andreas Keller for pressing me about issues pertaining to such mixtures. For more,
see Young et al. (2014).
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gustatory QS. Indeed, this might well hold for many stimuli in that chain. We would
then count those stimuli as belonging to both modalities. But as already argued, such
partial overlap presents no difﬁculty. We have two modalities if there are many pairs
of stimuli with no bridge of JNDs leading from one to the other. That is compatible
with partial overlap between the modalities, in which JND bridges connect each
stimulus inside the area of overlap to every other stimulus in each modality.
These considerations do not address questions about how best to conceptualize
commonsense experiences of ﬂavor. But they provide an independent test for
whether particular stimuli and the corresponding mental qualities belong to a single
sensory modality. And that in turn may shed light on useful ways to think about
experiences that challenge our commonsense boundaries between the modalities.
Chemoreceptive modalities pose special challenges stemming from mixtures of
stimuli, whereas modalities that sense wave phenomena seem not to. Differences
among timbres of voice and musical instruments result in large measure, though not
exclusively, from mixtures of auditory stimuli (Latinus and Belin 2011 and Handel
1995). But we can reasonably expect that JND bridges will reliably take one from any
one auditory stimulus to any other. Similarly with the colors.

1.4 Some Applications
In a procedure known as tactile-visual sensory substitution, blind individuals are
ﬁtted with devices that receive visible information and produce tactile stimulation
that provides the individual with strikingly accurate and detailed visual information
(e.g., Bach-y-Rita 1972 and Bach-y-Rita and Kercel 2003). Subject to proper deployment, experience, and training, some blind participants have reported ‘subjective
experience . . . comparable (if not qualitatively identical) to vision. . . . Even the visual
illusions that have been tested (e.g., waterfall effect) are the same as vision’. Congenitally blind participants have not yet reported such conscious visual experience,
though they also have not yet had extensive training with these devices (Bach-y-Rita
2002: 497–8).
Individuals who are no longer sighted cannot compare stimuli that result from
sensory substitution with those of ordinary vision in any ﬁne-grained way, though
their subjective memories evidently lead them to judge the stimuli to be different
from those of their lost ordinary vision. It would be interesting to test sighted
individuals for whether they can become sufﬁciently experienced with stimuli from
a sensory-substitution device that such stimuli are ever JND from those of ordinary
vision. One might anticipate a negative result, but that is not altogether obvious,
especially if the stimuli presented to ordinary vision were degraded so as to match the
coarse-grained character of stimuli presented by way of sensory substitution.
In any case, these considerations do not challenge the individuation of modalities
by JND bridges. The modality of tactile-visual sensory substitution may well simply
be distinct from any other; experienced participants also do not report the tactile
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stimulation as on a par with ordinary tactile stimuli. Or if testing of sighted participants’ using sensory-substitution devices did yield JND bridges between ordinary
vision and stimuli available by way of these devices,31 that would encourage regarding the sensory-substitution modality as identical with, even if far more coarse
grained than, the ordinary visual modality. In any case, the JND-bridge test provides
a promising approach to settling questions about individuating the modalities that
occur in sensory substitution.
Sensory substitution is intuitively striking because of a traditional reliance on the
physical nature of the stimuli and sense organs, which makes it surprising, perhaps to
the point of incredulity, that tactile stimuli applied to the organ of touch could result
in visual experiences. The JND-bridge method serves as a corrective to that reliance.
What matters for individuating the modalities is continuity in respect of discriminative responses, which is exactly what JND bridges reveal. Once we focus on such
discriminative-response continuity as what is basic to individuating the modalities, it
is no longer especially surprising that sensory substitution might result in distinctively visual experiences.
As noted at the outset of section 1.3, spatial properties, such as size, shape, and
location, are discriminable only in virtue of perceptible boundaries that obtain
among other properties accessible by the modality in question, colors in the case of
vision, textures or resistances to pressures in the case of tactition, and so forth. So
even though the physical stimuli of size, shape, and location are independent of
whatever modality may sense them, the mental qualities that result from these spatial
physical stimuli will differ from one modality to another. Because mental qualities of
size and shape are tied to color boundaries in vision but not in tactition, for example,
visual mental qualities of size and shape will differ from those of tactition. Similarly,
sensing location is tied to color boundaries in vision but to differential sounds in
audition, so that the mental qualities in virtue of which we discriminate locations by
vision differ from those that ﬁgure in audition.
The observations recall the famous question William Molyneux posed to John
Locke about whether a person born blind would on gaining sight immediately be able
to recognize visually the shapes that person could discriminate by touch (Locke 1975/
1700: 145–6, Molyneux 1978/1688: no. 1064, and Molyneux 1979/1693: no. 1069). If
visual shape discrimination relies on visible boundaries among colors and tactile
shape discrimination on boundaries among textures or pressures, it is difﬁcult to see
how such a person could calibrate the shapes perceived by sight with those perceived
by touch without some learning. Similarly for early calibration in ordinary perceivers
of spatial properties as those properties are accessed by the different modalities.32

31
One possibility might be to let patients with congenital cataracts become highly proﬁcient with sensorysubstitution devices prior to surgery and test them for JNDs after cataract removal restores regular sight.
32
Recent claims based on empirical ﬁndings that no such learning would be needed are not compelling;
see, e.g., Schwenkler (2012 and 2013) and Rosenthal (2005: 221 and 222n). For a compelling empirical
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That different mental qualities of size, shape, and location ﬁgure in the sensing of
spatial stimuli by the different modalities again ﬁts comfortably with the JND-bridge
method of individuating the modalities. One cannot present a physical shape stimulus to vision except in connection with color boundaries, nor to tactition except in
connection with boundaries of stimuli that touch can distinguish. The colors and
tactile stimuli whose boundaries determine the shape in the two cases will ensure that
any experimental participant could readily distinguish any shape stimulus presented
to vision from the very same shape stimulus as presented to tactition. So there will be
no way to manipulate a visible shape, for example, so that it becomes indistinguishable from a shape accessed by tactition. There will therefore be no JND bridges
between shapes presented to vision and those presented to tactition. Visible shape
belongs to a different modality from tactile shape, and similarly for stimuli of size and
location as presented to the modalities that have access to those stimuli.33
JND bridges provide a precise, testable method for individuating the modalities,
with exact factors that such individuation must take into account. And the method
also explains the appeal of the traditional marks that have been used to individuate
the modalities. It is inviting to think of individuating the modalities by way of organs,
the physical nature of the stimuli, or the media used to transmit perceptible information from stimuli to organs because all these things tend to match the results that
JND-bridges deliver. One would expect JND bridges to result from the use of
particular sense organs in transducing physical stimuli, as well as from the similar
physical nature of distal stimuli that affect those organs and the media used to
transmit perceptible information to them.
The appeal to phenomenology to individuate the modalities also ﬁts well with the
JND-bridge technique. Each QS of stimuli that are JND ﬁxes the mental qualities by
means of which we discriminate among those stimuli. And though those mental
qualities are not in themselves conscious, when they do occur consciously, we are
subjectively aware of them in respect of their distinguishing characteristics, that is,
their relative location in the relevant QS. And since that relative location is in turn
ﬁxed by JNDs, phenomenology will also reﬂect the considerations on which the JNDbridge method relies. The JND-bridge method arguably underlies and explains the
appeal of all the traditional marks for individuating the modalities.
Still, the JND-bridge technique differs in an important way from those traditional
approaches. The technique relies on discriminative responses to stimuli, as against

study that learning would be needed, see Held et al. (2011). Evidence from cataract-removal patients is
unconvincing because such patients do have sight, albeit highly degraded, prior to surgery.
The Molyneux question relevant here and as usually discussed is what sensory discriminations a person
born blind would have on gaining sight, not, as Evans (1985) casts it, what spatial concepts a person blind
from birth would have.
33
Location stimuli, e.g., belong to vision or audition depending on whether they are sensed by
boundaries of color or sound. For issues about the spatial aspect of audition, see, e.g., Nudds (2009),
Casati and Dokic (2009), and Grantham (1995).
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reliance directly on the organs or the physical nature of stimuli or media. If a
signiﬁcant range of JND bridges exist between two sets of stimuli, they belong to
the same modality; similarly for corresponding mental qualities. What matters to
individuating modalities is how individuals perceive stimuli, and it is discriminative
responses that reveal that. We can individuate the modalities in a way more robust
and objective than any of the traditional methods.
It is also worth noting the ad hoc character of invoking, as Aristotle (1993 book II)
did, combinations of the traditional distinguishing marks for the modalities. Inviting
though it may be to correct the shortcomings of one by the strong points of another,
we have no way to weigh and balance the various marks that is not wholly arbitrary.
We cannot save the traditional marks by combining them.
Since the physical nature of stimuli and the functioning of sense organs and
physical media all ﬁgure in determining which stimuli are JND, it is natural that
traditional discussions, lacking appeal to techniques for measuring JNDs, should
have focused instead on those other factors. Phenomenology too reﬂects JNDs, if
somewhat imperfectly, since differences in phenomenology are due to differences in
our subjective awareness of mental qualities, which in turn are taxonomized by way
of JNDs. Appeal to JNDs both explains the appeal of the traditional methods and
shows why relying on them can mislead. The traditional methods use factors that
determine JNDs, but it is the JNDs themselves that matter, both for taxonomizing the
mental qualities and individuating the modalities.
It might be thought that the JND-bridge technique has a shortcoming relative to
traditional methods for individuating the modalities, because JND bridges allow for partial
overlap of modalities. But allowing for the possibility of partial overlap is an advantage, not
a failing. We know from gustation and olfaction that traditional methods of individuating
modalities may lead us to assign stimuli and corresponding mental qualities to the wrong
modality. And it is in any case an open question whether some stimuli and mental
qualities might belong to more than one modality, a question we have no reason to decide
in advance of empirical ﬁndings. The JND-bridge technique, unlike traditional methods,
tells us how we might settle the question in an empirically sound way.
As with the appeal to relative location in a QS for taxonomizing the mental
qualities, the JND-bridge method is at bottom a comparative matter. The individuation of modalities rests not on some absolute standard, such as the physical nature
of the stimuli, the transductive powers of the organs, or the deliverances of consciousness about mental qualities. It rests solely on whether there is a suitable set of
comparative responses to relevant stimuli.34

34

The outline of a QST technique for individuating the modalities was developed while working on
Young et al. (2014). I am grateful for the opportunity that working with Young and Keller afforded me to
probe these issues and for the critical feedback I received from them. This material was presented at the
December 2013 Conference on Olfaction at the University of Antwerp Centre for Philosophical Psychology; I am grateful for comments from those at the conference.
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